DAILY ASSIGNMENT

Announcements:  • Instead of Movie attend Faculty Snap Talks on Scholarship, Thur, Nov. 11, 8pm Forum of ELC  
• Wed, Nov. 17, the first draft of your project III paper will be due.

due: Friday November 12, 9 am

Read:  Great Physicists: S. Hawking (pages 452 – 463)

1. Take notes during the snap talks Thursday evening. Include in your notes (a) content of the talk (b) comments on the presentation, i.e. what did you like or dislike about the talk. 1b has the purpose to improve your repertoire for how to give good talks.

2. Summarize the reading about Hawking. Include your own reflections on the text: What do you find most interesting about S. Hawking’s work and life?

3. On Friday in class each group will give a 1-2 min oral presentation, i.e. update, on their project III. To have short but in content dense presentations, you should plan for this short presentation, i.e. you might want a list of a few major key words which will remind you of what you want to say, or you might want to write down a few sentences.

4. Do you have any comments about the reading and/or the last classes?